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§ 230.85

CABS, WARNING SIGNALS, SANDERS AND
LIGHTS
§ 230.80 Cabs.
(a) General provisions. Cabs shall be
securely attached or braced and maintained in a safe and suitable condition
for service. Cab windows of steam locomotives shall provide an undistorted
view of the track and signals for the
crew from their normal position in the
cab. Cab floors shall be kept free of
tripping or slipping hazards. The cab
climate shall be maintained to provide
an environment that does not unreasonably interfere with the engine
crew’s performance of their duties
under ordinary conditions of service.
(b) Steam pipes. Steam pipes shall not
be fastened to the cab. New construction or renewals made of iron or steel
pipe greater than 1⁄8 inch NPS that are
subject to boiler pressure in cabs shall
have a minimum wall thickness equivalent to schedule 80 pipe, with properly
rated valves and fittings. Live steam
heating radiators must not be fastened
to the cab. Exhaust steam radiators
may be fastened to the cab.
(c) Oil-burning steam locomotives. If
the cab is enclosed, oil burning steam
locomotives that take air for combustion through the fire-door opening
shall have a suitable conduit extending
from the fire-door to the outside of the
cab.
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§ 230.81 Cab aprons.
(a) General provisions. Cab aprons
shall be of proper length and width to
ensure safety. Cab aprons shall be securely hinged, maintained in a safe and
suitable condition for service, and
roughened, or other provision made, to
afford secure footing.
(b) Width of apron. The cab apron
shall be of a sufficient width to prevent, when the drawbar is disconnected
and the safety chains or the safety bars
are taut, the apron from dropping between the steam locomotive and tender.
§ 230.82 Fire doors.
(a) General provisions. Each steam locomotive shall have a fire door which
shall latch securely when closed and
which shall be maintained in a safe and
suitable condition for service. Fire

doors on all oil-burning locomotives
shall be latched securely with a pin or
key.
(b) Mechanically operated fire doors.
Mechanically operated fire doors shall
be so constructed and maintained that
they may be operated by pressure of
the foot on a pedal, or other suitable
appliance, located on the floor of the
cab or tender at a suitable distance
from the fire door, so that they may be
conveniently operated by the person
firing the steam locomotive.
(c) Hand-operated doors. Hand operated fire doors shall be so constructed
and maintained that they may be conveniently operated by the person firing
the steam locomotive.
§ 230.83 Cylinder cocks.
Each steam locomotive shall be
equipped with cylinder cocks which can
be operated from the cab of the steam
locomotive. All cylinder cocks shall be
maintained in a safe and suitable condition for service.
§ 230.84 Sanders.
Steam locomotives shall be equipped
with operable sanders that deposit sand
on the rail head in front of a set of
driving wheels. Sanders shall be tested
at the beginning of each day the locomotive is used.
§ 230.85 Audible warning device.
(a) General provisions. Each steam locomotive shall be equipped with an audible warning device that produces a
minimum sound level of 96db(A) at 100
feet in front of the steam locomotive in
its direction of travel. The device shall
be arranged so that it may conveniently be operated by the engineer from
his or her normal position in the cab.
(b) Method of measurement. Measurement of the sound level shall be made
using a sound level meter conforming,
at a minimum, to the requirements of
ANSI S1.4–1971, Type 2, and set to an Aweighted slow response. While the
steam locomotive is on level, tangent
track, the microphone shall be positioned 4 feet above the ground at the
center line of the track and shall be
oriented with respect to the sound
source in accordance with the microphone manufacturer’s recommendations.
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